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You may pay the points listed to include a Space Station in your Fleet. These Space Stations exist outside of your 
normal Fleet Roster, but the Rare rule applies to the total number of these Space Stations, regardless of size. 
When setting up the board, you may replace any uncontrolled Space Station or Cluster with a friendly Space 
Station, replacing any special rules or weapon systems with those paid for here. If more than one player has a 
Space Station in their list, roll a dice. The player with the highest roll places one first, then the next highest and 
so on, placing one at a time until all Space Stations are placed.

Otherwise, a Space Station chosen like this follows all the standard rules for Space Stations in-game. Any Space 
Station or Stations purchased under these rules do not count as controlled by either player until the normal 
criteria to hold a Space Station are met. Although any player may control these Space Stations and earn Victory 
Points from them as normal (according to the scenario victory conditions), they often have upgrades that 
only friendly players may use. A player cannot shoot at their own Space Stations unless it is controlled by an 
opponent.

There are several upgrades for your Space Stations. You might want to upgrade especially large Space Stations 
more than once. While these individual sprawling stations make for great looking models, they are more suited 
for narrative play. Simply agree with your opponent before the game starts. For more competitive games we 
recommend following the rules listed.

15 pts

20 pts

25 pts

Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Small Space 
Station 6” 4” 0” 8 3+ 5 - - Rare

Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Medium Space 
Station 6” 6” 0” 12 3+ 8 - - Rare

Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Large Space 
Station 6” 8” 0” 16 3+ 12 - - Rare

Hardpoints
This station may take 1 option from the Space Station Armaments list.

This station may be upgraded with 1 of the following:
• Astrobotanical Lab for +15 points
• Defence Grid for +40 points

Hardpoints
This station may take up to 2 options from the Space Station Armaments list.

This station may be upgraded with 1 of the following:
• Astrobotanical Lab for +15 points
• Defence Grid for +40 points

Hardpoints
This station may take up to 3 options from the Space Station Armaments list.

This station may be upgraded with up to 2 of the following:
• Astrobotanical Labs for +15 points each
• Defence Grids for +40 points each



Astrobotanical Lab
Exo-Greenhouse +15 pts
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Signature Bloom
It takes a lot of power to run a botanical station, and the organic readouts it produces are often overwhelming 
to ships’ sensors. In practice, any ships close-by are very effectively screened from scans unless their own power 
signature outweighs that of the station itself. The only way to stop this is to get in and switch off the hydroponics!

Friendly ships within 6” of this Space Station are Hidden within its Bloom. Enemy ships targeting these 
Hidden ships ignore any Minor Spikes when measuring range. However, Major Spikes are still used as normal.

This special rule ceases to function while this Space Station is controlled by an enemy player.

Space Station Armaments

Cost Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

15 Laser Armament 3+ 2 1 F/S/R Burnthrough (4), Flash

10 Mass Driver Armament 3+ 2 1 F/S/R -

5 Missile Armament 3+ 4 1 F/S/R Close Action

Cost Type

10 Deep Space Tracking

15 Scanner Uplink

Deep Space Tracking
This Space Station is equipped with extreme long-range scanners, allowing it to detect energy fluxuations from deep 
space. While these systems usually ignore low-key signals, boosted signatures are treated with high priority.

When this Space Station is targeting enemy ships, Spikes on those ships have double their normal effect. So 
a Minor Spike increases the ship’s Signature by 12” and a Major Spike increases it by 24” when targeted by this 
Space Station.

Scanner Uplink
This station’s scanners are fitted with an uplink that can relay information to nearby ships at a moment’s notice.

This Space Station’s Scan range is increased by 3”. In addition, friendly ships within 3” of one or more Space 
Stations with this special rule increase their Scan range by 3”. This special rule ceases to function while this 
Space Station is controlled by an enemy player.

Weapon Systems

Structures - up to 1 of each may be taken



Defence Grid
Military Space Station +40 pts

1.0

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

35-KL Quad Mass Driver 3+ 4 4 F/S/R Unhackable

9K Mass Driver 2+ 4 1 F/S/R Unhackable

9K Mass Driver 2+ 4 1 F/S/R Unhackable

NC-16 Missiles 3+ 2D3+2 1 F/S/R Close Action, Unhackable

NC-16 Missiles 3+ 2D3+2 1 F/S/R Close Action, Unhackable

Unhackable
The weapons on this ship are locked behind state-of-the-art military keys.

This weapon system cannot be fired while this Space Station is controlled by an enemy player.


